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1. Introduction

The economic transformation of China over the last few decades has been associated

with the decline of the state sector and rise of the private sector. For example, the

share of state owned firms in Chinese industrial output fell from 50 to under 30 percent

between the late 1990s and early 2010s.1 This basic fact led many observers to conclude

that China’s growth was driven, in a proximate sense at least, by the expansion of the

private sector, by the triumph of “Markets over Mao” to use Lardy (2014)’s pithy phrase.2

This paper uses administrative registration records of all Chinese firms to show that

the distinction between state and private ownership behind this narrative is increas-

ingly blurry. The key feature of the registration data is that it identifies the owners of the

universe of Chinese firms. We use this to identify firms with equity investments from

state owners and from private owners with equity ties to state-owned firms.

We report three key facts. First, large private owners in China today typically have

joint ventures with state owners. Among the largest one thousand private owners in

China in 2019, about 65% had equity investments from state owners. We find more than

a hundred thousand private owners in China in 2019 with equity investments from state

owners. These state-connected private owners collectively account for more than 15%

of all registered capital in China.

Second, the largest private owners in China also hold equity in the companies of

other, typically smaller, private owners. In turn, the latter also invest in joint ventures

with other, even smaller, private owners, and so on. In 2019, there were a total of

3.5 million owners with “indirect” ties to state owners. The registered capital of these

indirectly connected owners accounted for 18% of total registered capital in 2019.

Third, the network of private owners connected to the state has expanded over the

last 20 years. The number of private owners with direct investments from the state

almost tripled between 2000 and 2019, and the number of private owners indirectly

connected to the state via investments from private owners with state connections in-

creased 50-fold. The increase in the registration capital share of the two groups of state-

connected private owners accounts for almost all the 20 percentage point increase in

the share of private owners between 2000 and 2019.

1See Figure 1 in Hsieh and Song (2015).
2See also Brandt and Zhu (2010), Song et al. (2011), Zhu (2012).
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The paper proceeds as follows. The next section describes the firm registration data.

We then use the registration data to present six facts about the equity links between

state and private owners in China. The last section discusses the implications of these

facts.

2. Chinese Firm Registration Data

We use the firm registration records of the State Administration for Market Regulation.3

All Chinese firms are legally obligated to register with this body. In addition, the regis-

tration data identifies each firm’s immediate owners. These owners can be an individual

person, a “legal person,” or other private organizations (including the traded shares of

publicly listed companies). Most legal-person owners are other firms, but we know

that some are holding shells. In most countries, we would not know the owners of

holding shells but a key feature of the Chinese data is that all Chinese holding shells

as well as their owners also appear in the registry.4 If the owners of the holding shells

are themselves holding shelves (which is typically the case for large Chinese firms), we

continue to peel off the ownership layers until we find the “ultimate” owners.

Take the East Hope Group, a large conglomerate in the heavy metals and animal

food industries. The two dark circles at the bottom of Figure 1 represent two companies

in the Group, East Hope Aluminum and Dachang Mining, and the circles directly linked

to these firms represent their immediate owners.

The immediate owners of East Hope Aluminum, one of the largest alumina produc-

ers in China, are three holding shells, two registered in Hong Kong and one in China.

The immediate owners of the Chinese holding shell are two other holding shells that are

themselves fully owned by the family of the founder of the East Hope Group. Foreign

holding shells are not in the registration data, but we have evidence that the two Hong-

Kong holding shells are fully owned by same East Hope family.5 East Hope Aluminum is

3Recent papers by Dai et al. (2019), Shi et al. (2020), Brandt et al. (2019), Allen et al. (2019) and Bai et al.
(2021) use the same registration data to examine different questions.

4Foreign legal-person owners are not registered in China so we do not know their owners. Foreign
holding companies (“variable interest entities”) that do not formally own equity in the firm will not appear
among the owners. See Appendix A for the importance of foreign legal person owners and Coppola et al.
(2021) for estimates of the importance of Chinese “variable interest entities.”

5See the announcement by Mingsheng Bank (http://stock.finance.sina.com.cn/hkstock/go/
CompanyNoticeDetail/code/01988/aid/488702.html).
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Figure 1: Owners of East Hope Aluminum and Dachang Mining

Note: East Hope Aluminum and Dachang Mining are the two dark gray circles at the bottom of the figure.
The other circles represent the owners of East Hope Aluminum and Dachang Mining. Dark gray circles
represent “real” private companies, light grey (suspected) holding shells, red for state-owned firms, and
blue for individual owners.

therefore wholly owned by East Hope’s family through a sequence of five holding shells.

The immediate owners of Dachang Mining, a bauxite mining company, are five

state-owned firms and two private companies. One of the private companies (Mianchi

Yizhengcheng) is fully owned by East Hope’s family through a sequence of holding shells,

and the other private company (Sanmenxia Jinjiang) is fully owned by the Hangzhou

Jinjiang Group. The ultimate owners of Dachang Mining are therefore East Hope’s fam-

ily, the owners of the Hangzhou Jinjiang Group, and five state owned firms.

We undertake the same exercise for every Chinese firm. That is, we work through

each firm’s ownership chain until we identify their ultimate owners.6 These ultimate

6We calculate the shares of n ultimate owners in m firms as Z = [I−X]−1 Y where I is the identity
matrix, X is a m×m matrix of the ownership share of each firm in the other firms and Y is a m× n matrix
of immediate ownership share of the ultimate owners in each firm.
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owners can be an individual person, a state owner, a foreign owner, or a private or-

ganization (which includes the publicly traded shares of a listed company).7 We then

measure the connections in the form of joint ventures between these owners. In the

previous example, this exercise reveals that East Hope’s family is connected with five

state owned firms through their joint ownership of Dachang Mining.

The only economic information in the registry is the firm’s registered capital. Chi-

nese law stipulates that owners need to pay the “registration capital” into the company’s

account. This registration capital represents the maximum liability of the owners in the

event of a default. Many sectors specify a minimum registered capital, but generally

registered capital is determined by the amount of real business the firm needs to un-

dertake. Registered capital of holding shells is minimal and a poor measure of the value

of its assets, but a reasonable proxy of the assets and sales of a “real” firm.8 For every

owner, we add up registered capital of all the firms in which they have an equity stake

weighted by their ownership share of the firm, and call this the “owner’s capital.”9

We have the registration records in 2013 and 2019. The data in each year contains

the records of firms active in that year and the firms that had exited by then. We use

the 2019 records to identify the owners (and registration capital) of firms active in 2019,

and the 2013 records to identify firms active in 2000 and 2010. We assume a firm was

active in 2000 (2010) if it was established prior to 2000 (2010) and had not exited by 2000

(2010).10

The ownership and registration capital reported in the data are for the most recent

year the firm shows up in the data. The owners of the firms active in 2019 are the owners

of the firms in 2019. For the firms in 2000 or 2010, if the firm was still active in 2013 we

assume the owners are the same as that reported in 2013. For the firms that exited prior

to 2013, we assume the owners in 2000 or 2010 are the same as the owners in the year

the firm exited the data.

7Appendix A shows the number of ultimate owners and the registration capital share of each type of
ultimate owner.

8Appendix B shows that registered capital is highly correlated with sales and assets of industrial firms.
9Owner’s capital is calculated as Z′KF where Z is a m × n matrix of the ownership shares of n owners

in m firms and KF is a m× 1 vector of the registered capital of m firms.
10Appendix A checks the imputation of active firms by comparing firms in 2013 imputed from the 2019

data with the firms observed in the 2013 data.
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3. State-Connected Private Owners

In the previous section, we showed that East Hope’s family is connected with five state

owned firms and the Hangzhou Jinjiang Group through their joint ownership of Dachang

Mining. In this section, we look at the prevalence of joint ventures between owners of

all Chinese firms.

We start by examining all the companies in the East Hope Group (Dachang Mining

and East Hope Aluminum are only two of the companies in the group). There are a total

of 236 companies in 2019 in which East Hope’s family owns at least a 10% equity share.

Among these companies, 210 are wholly owned by the family and 26 are joint ventures.

Focusing on the joint ventures, 14 of them are with state owners. We will say then that

East Hope’s family is directly connected to the state via these joint ventures. The state

owners are typically much larger than East Hope itself. The average registered capital

of these state owners is 80 billion yuan: the equivalent number for East Hope’s family is

26 billion.

The remaining 12 joint ventures are with 9 other private owners, and these private

owners are typically smaller than East Hope. The average registered capital of these pri-

vate owner is 6 billion yuan. Furthermore, 6 of private owners do not have investments

with state-owners so their only connection to the state is via their joint venture with

East Hope. We will say that these 6 owners are “indirectly connected” to the state.

We next show that the ownership ties seen in the East Hope Group holds more

generally across all the owners in China. We use the following definitions:

• State Owners: A state owner is either a branch of central, provincial, city, or county

level government, or a firm that is directly and wholly owned by a local govern-

ment or the central government.11

• “Directly” and “Indirectly” Connected Private Owners: Directly connected pri-

vate owners own at least 10% of a joint venture with state owners.12 Private own-

ers whose only connection with a state owner is via a joint venture with another

private owner are indirectly connected.

11See Appendix C for details.
12The state owner also has to own at least 10% of the joint venture.
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• “Distance” to the State: The minimum number of private owners between the

private owner and the state + 1 defined as di = min
j∈Oi

{dj} + 1 where Oi is the set of

owners directly connected to owner i. Distance = 0 for a state owners and distance

= 1 for directly connected private owners such as East Hope’s family.

• “Downward” and “Upward” Connections: Consider two connected owners A and

B that have a joint venture together. If B is more distant from the state than A, then

A has a “downward” connection with B, and B has an “upward” connection with

A.

We summarize these links as six facts.

Fact 1: Large private owners are “connected”

Table 1: Connected Owners Among Top Private Owners, 2019

Top Top Top Top > Top
100 100-1k 1k-10k 10k-100k 100k

% State Connected 78% 78% 70% 58% 6%

% Directly Connected 65% 63% 44% 17% .2%

% Indirectly Connected 13% 14% 27% 40% 5%

Connected Private Owners

% Capital in Upward JVs 30% 24% 26% 28% 41%

% with Downward JVs 76% 83% 77% 77% 37%

% Capital in Downward JVs 10% 12% 16% 25% 28%

Note: Table shows share of of connected private owners among each group of top private owners,
where the size of an owner is measured by the sum of its registered capital in all the firms it owns.
Directly connected private owners have joint ventures with a state owner. Indirectly connected
private owners have a joint venture with another private owner that has a connection with a state
owner. % Capital in Upward (Downward) JVs is the share of the owner’s capital in the joint venture
with the owner that is closer to (further from) the state. % with Downward JVs is the share of owners
that have equity ties with owners that are more distant from the state.

Table 1 ranks private owners by registered capital in 2019. The top panel shows the

share of each group of private owners connected to state owners through joint ventures.

Among the top 1000 private owners about 78% are state-connected, mostly through

direct joint ventures with state owners.
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Fact 2: Smaller owners are more likely to be indirectly connected to the state or not

connected at all.

Table 1 shows that smaller owners are more likely to be indirectly connected whereas

larger owners (such as East Hope’s family) are typically directly connected. For example,

about 40% of owners among the top ten to hundred thousand owners are indirectly

connected to the state, compared to only 14% of of the top thousand owners. The

probability of being connected (direct or indirect) also falls with size. Among owners

smaller than the top hundred thousand, the vast majority (94%) have no connection

with the state.

Fact 3: The majority of a state-connected owner’s businesses are fully owned by the

owner

In the case of the East Hope Group, although many of the companies in the group are

joint ventures, it is still the case that the majority of the companies in the Group are

fully owned by East Hope’s family. We now show that the same is likely to be true for the

typical connected private owner.

The first row in the bottom panel in Table 1 shows that the share of the owner’s

registered capital in the upward joint venture is typically around 25% and only exceeds

40% for the very smallest owners (owners smaller than the top hundred thousand). The

last two rows in Table 1 looks at the importance of downward joint ventures. First,

the table shows that about 75% of connected private owners among the top hundred

thousand owners also have downward connections with other owners. It is only when

we move outside the top hundred thousand that the share of connected owners with

downward connections falls significantly. Second, downward joint ventures typically

account for a small share of the owner’s capital. This share is 10% for the top 100 owners

and rises as we consider smaller owners.

Fact 4: Connected private owners are more important in state-dominated sectors

Figure 2 shows that phenomena of state-connected private owners is particularly im-

portant in state-dominated sectors. The figure shows the share of private firms in a

two-digit industry that are direct joint ventures with state-owners (red hollow circles)
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or indirectly connected to the state (blue filled circles) as a function of the share of state

owners in the sector.13 There is a clear positive relationship, particularly for the share

of indirectly connected private owners: an OLS regression of the share of indirectly

connected private owners on the state share yields a coefficient of .78 (s.e= .06, R2 =

.62). The coefficient from a similar regression of the share of directly connected private

owners on the state share is .23 (s.e= .04, R2 = .27).

Figure 2: Share of Connected Private Owners vs. State Share in Industry

State Share in Sector

Note: Each observation is a two-digit industry in 2019. Red hollow circles plot the share of private firms
directly connected with state owners in all private firms in a two-digit industry (y-axis) vs. the state share
of registered capital in the industry (x-axis). Filled blue circles show the proportion of firms indirectly
connected with state owners in all private firms but joint ventures with state owners against the state share
of registered capital in the industry. State share on the x-axis is the share of firms fully owned by the state in
total registered capital in the industry (registered capital of state owners in their joint ventures with private
owners are excluded). The size of a circle measures total registered capital of all firms in the industry.

Fact 5: The number of private owners connected to the state has increased

Figure 3 shows that average number of downward connections per owner (left panel)

and the number of connected owners in 2000, 2010, and 2019 by distance to the state.

13The state share is the share of registered capital of firms wholly owned by the state (excluding the
capital of state owners in their joint ventures with private owners) in total registered capital in the industry.
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Given the definition of distance, state owners have distance = 0 and private owners

have distance > 0. The number of state owners with joint ventures with private owners

was roughly constant over this period, but the average number of joint ventures per

state owner increased from 3.5 in 2000 to almost 15 by 2019. The effect of the increase

in the number of joint ventures per state owner is that the number of private owners

directly connected to the state (distance=1) increased by almost a factor of 3 between

2000 and 2019.

Figure 3: Increase in Number of Connected Owners, 2000-2019

Connections per Owner # Connected Owners

Distance to State Owners

Note: Left panel shows the average number of downward connections per state or private owner by distance
to the state in 2000, 2010, and 2019. Right panel shows the total number of connected state and private
owners (in thousands) by distance to the state in 2000, 2010, and 2019. Distance = 0 are state owners,
Distance = 1 are private owners with investments from state owners, and Distance > 1 are private owners
that do not have direct investments from state owners.

The right panel also shows that the number of private owners indirectly connected

to the state also increased. This effect is particularly dramatic for owners very distant

from the state. The number of owners with distance > 5 increased from around 4

thousand in 2000 to more than 1.5 million by 2019. The huge increase in the number

of indirectly connected owners is driven, in a proximate sense, by the increase in the

number of private owners directly connected to the state (distance=1) and by the in-

crease in the number of downward connections per private owner (left panel in Figure
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3).

More formally, the change in the number of connected owners can be decomposed

into the following two terms:

∆N

(
1 +

d∗−1∑
d=2

d−1∏
s=1

Cs

)
+ N

d∗−1∑
d=2

∆

(
d−1∏
s=1

Cs

)

where N is the number of owners directly connected to state owners, Cs is the number

of downward connections per owner at distance s, and d∗ is the maximum distance of

a state-connected firm. The first term is the effect of the increase in the number of

directly connected owners, holding fixed the number of connections per private owner.

The second term is the effect of the increase in the number of connections per private

owner, holding fixed the number of directly connected owners. In our data, this decom-

position suggests that most of the increase in the number of connected owners comes

from the second term. Specifically, the increase in investments by private owners in

other firms accounts for 88.5% of the increase in the number of connected owners over

the 2000-2010 period, and for 82.1% of the increase over the 2010-2019 period.

Fact 6: Connected private owners account for almost all the increased share of private

owners

A well-known fact about China’s growth is the decline in the size of the state sector

and the expansion of the private sector. The top panel in table 2 shows that in the

registration data, the share of private owners in total registered capital increased by

22 percentage points between 2000 and 2019. The next two columns show the share of

state-connected private owners in total registration capital increased by 19.4 percentage

points over the same period. So almost all of the increase in the share of private owners

comes from the expansion of the state-connected private sector. In addition, most of

this comes from the expansion of owners that are indirectly connected vs. owners that

have direct equity ties with state-owners.

The bottom panel shows the registration capital share of state owners that have

invested in private owners. We consider two definitions of the state share: the share of

equity owned by state owners (the same definition we use for share of private owners in

the top panel) and the share controlled by state owners. For the latter, we identify firms
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where a state owner is the controlling ultimate owner and allocate all the registered

capital of the firm to the state owner.14 We also consider all state owners as one owner,

and identify firms where the collective state sector is the controlling ultimate owner.

The results are shown in the bottom panel in Table 2. Column 1 shows that the share

of state owners as measured by their equity share falls by 16 percentage points between

2000 and 2019. The next two columns shows the share of registered capital controlled

by state owners, where we treat each state owner as a separate owner (column 2) or

as one collective owner (column 3). Compared to the share of equity owned by state

owners in column 1, the share controlled by state owners falls by even more, particularly

when state owners as viewed as one collective owner. The registration capital share of

connected state owners falls by 16.9 percentage points between 2000 and 2019 when

each state owner is treated as a separate owner and by 21.4 percentage points when the

state owners are regarded as one collective owner.

4. Discussion

Our key message is that state owners increasingly invest in large private owners, and

that these large private owners have invested in smaller private owners. The net effect

is that a large share of the Chinese economy is neither completely state owned nor

completely privately owned but is rather this gray zone with mixed ownership.

A natural question is why we see such equity partnerships. In the case of East Hope

Group, we have narrative evidence that connected owners were critical in enabling East

Hope’s family to grow beyond their original business (animal feed). For example, East

Hope Aluminum was originally a joint venture between East Hope and Huanghe Alu-

minum and Electricity, a state firm owned by the city of Sanmenxia (Henan Province).

This partnership made it possible for East Hope to enter the alumina market that, at

the time, was reserved for the state-owned company Chinalco. The evidence in Figure

2 that these partnerships are more important in state dominated industries suggests

that many other firms followed East Hope’s model to penetrate sectors dominated by

14When a firm has no immediate legal-person owner, we define its controlling ultimate owner as the
owner with the largest equity share. When the firms has immediate legal-person owners, we identify the
controlling ultimate owners for the legal-persons first and then replace the firm’s immediate legal-persons
with their corresponding controlling ultimate owners. This allows us to identify the firm’s controlling
ultimate owner as the ultimate owner with the largest controlling share.
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Table 2: Share of Connected Owners in Registered Capital, 2000-2019

Share of Private Owners
Directly Indirectly

All Connected Connected

2000 54.7% 9.9% 4.2%

2010 64.6% 13.9% 10.1%

2019 76.7% 15.3% 18.2%

Share of Connected State Owners
Control Rights

Cash Flow Separate Owners One Owner

2000 38.5% 40.0% 47.4%

2010 33.0% 34.9% 38.3%

2019 22.5% 23.1% 26.0%

Note: Top panel shows share of private owners in total registered capital. Directly connected private
owners have joint ventures with state owners. Indirectly connected private owners are linked to
the state through another private owner. “All private” includes unconnected and connected private
owners. Bottom panel shows share of state owners with joint ventures with private owners. “Cash
flow” shows ownership share of connected state owners. “Control rights” allocate all the registered
capital of a firm to the state owner if the state owner is the controlling shareholder. “Separate Owner”
treats each state owner as an individual owner; “One Owner” treats all state owners as one owner.

state owners.

If owners that get connected get benefits from their connected investor, then the

increase in the number of connected owners potentially increases aggregate produc-

tivity, and may be an important part of the explanation behind China’s rapid growth.

However, it is also possible that the growth of the connected sector reflects the “grab-

bing hand” of the government, or the desire by the state to have more control over the

private sector. If this view is correct, then the rise of state connected private owners

reflects a tax that presumably limits their growth.

However, the “grabbing hand” interpretation is inconsistent with several facts shown

in this paper. First, state owners own a small share of the businesses of the private own-

ers they invest in. Second, the share controlled by state owners has fallen by even more

than the share owned by the state. Third, it does not explain why private owners have
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increasingly also invested in the businesses of other private owners. Fourth, firms with

indirect connections are more prevalent in state dominated sectors, and state owners

do not own any equity in the firms of indirectly connected owners. This evidence is only

suggestive of course, and our hope is to make progress on this debate in future work.
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Online Appendix
The Rise of State-Connected Private Owners in China

(Not for publication)

A Summary Statistics

Table A.1 shows the number of active firms and owners. Table A.2 shows the share of registration

capital owned by the different groups of owners. Table A.3 compares the data on the owners in

2013 inferred from the 2019 data with the data on owners in the 2013 data.

Table A.1: Number of Firms and Ultimate Owners, 2000-2019

Firms
Owners

All State Individuals Foreign Other

2000 4,320 5,540 257 4,635 43 606

2010 9,670 19,411 105 18,791 89 427

2019 37,546 62,887 63 62,188 140 496

Note: Table shows the number of firms and owners (in thousands) in each year in the registration
data. Other includes private organizations and publicly traded shares of listed companies.

Table A.2: Registered Capital Share of Ultimate Owners, 2000-2019

State Individuals Foreign Other

2000 45.3% 22.1% 7.3% 25.4%

2010 35.4% 38.6% 8.9% 17.1%

2019 23.3% 63.0% 8.2% 6.5%

Note: Table shows registered capital share of state owners, individual owners, foreign legal person
owners, and other private organizations.

1
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Table A.3: Inferred vs Real 2013 Data

Real Inferred

# Active Firms 14,121,908 14,125,941

# Ultimate Owners 29,082,604 30,158,962

State 93,348 64,998

Private 28,989,256 30,093,964

% Registered Capital

State 32.6% 33.2%

Private 67.4% 66.8%

Note: “Real” uses the 2013 data. “Inferred” uses the 2019 data to calculate the statistics of firms and
owners in 2013.

B Registered Capital

Table A.4 compares a company’s registered capital with the firm’s sales and assets in the in-

dustrial sectors. Specifically, in first two columns, we merge the 2013 firm registration records

with the micro-data from the 2013 Chinese Annual Industrial Survey. We then regress the firm’s

registration capital (from the registration data) on total assets and sales (from the micro-data of

the Industrial Survey). For example, a regression of firm’s log registered capital on its log total

assets (sales) yields a coefficient of 0.93 (0.65) with a R2 of 0.48 (0.16).

Table A.4: Regression of registered capital on firm assets and sales for industrial firms

2013 2007 2002 1998
Assets Sales Assets Sales Assets Sales Assets Sales

0.926 0.648 0.966 0.859 0.948 0.895 0.906 0.874
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

R2 0.48 0.16 0.54 0.27 0.54 0.31 0.53 0.29

Note: The unit of observation are firms in the 1998, 2002, 2007, and 2013 industrial surveys matched
with firms in the 2013 registration data. The dependent variable is log registered capital from the
2013 registration data. The independent variables are log total assets or log total sales from the 2013,
2007, 2002, and 1998 industrial firm surveys.

Shareholders are allowed to change (mostly increase) the registered capital of their com-

pany. To do this, they need to report to the local office of State Administration for Market

Regulation. Once the application is approved, the company’s business license will be changed

accordingly. As a result, what we see from the 2013 registration records is the firm’s most up-to-
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date registered capital by the end of 2013. We do not have information on the firm’s historical

registration capital. However, since we use registered capital as a proxy for firm size, we can

check how the 2013 registration data aligns with contemporaneous data on total assets and

sales in previous years for the same firm. The columns starting in column 3 in Table A.4 show

the results when we merge the 2013 registration records with earlier industrial surveys in 2007,

2002, and 1998. As can be seen, the regression coefficients are virtually the same as in the first

two columns.

Lastly, we also investigate the potential bias caused by holding shells. Specifically, we check

this by measuring the total registered capital of industrial firms in the Annual Industrial Survey

that belong to a given owner and comparing this number to the total registered capital in the

registration data including the registered capital of all the intermediate owners. A regression of

log registered capital of firms in the industrial data on the log registered capital of all firms that

belong to the same owner, including all the intermediate firms in the registration data, yields a

coefficient of 0.92 and an R2 of 0.91.

C Identification of State Owners

We identify whether a shareholder is state owner or not by its name. Specifically, we compiled

a list of Chinese central, provincial, city- and county-level administrative divisions. We also

compiled a list of all the departments at each level of government. To make the list complete,

we include all possible combinations of division (e.g., Beijing) and department (e.g., Bureau of

Finance). Then we match the name of the shareholder in the registration data with our list of

state owners.15

We treat all the departments that belong to the same level of government as one state owner.

For example, we treat the Department of Finance of Shandong Province and the SASAC (State-

Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission) of Shandong Province as the same

owner as both are different departments of the Shandong provincial government. However,

we assume that the government of Shandong Province and the government of Jinan City (the

capital city of Shandong) are two different owners. The exception to this rule is that if a state

firm is directly and 100% owned by a government, we classify it as a separate state owner. For

example, although SAIC is owned by Shanghai’s SASAC, we assume SAIC is a separate state

15We also identify state owners by searching several keywords in shareholder’s name as supplementary
to the list.
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owner.16

16We also checked around 7 thousand local government financing vehicles (LGFV). About a quarter
of them are classified as state owners by our definition. For example, Shanghai Guosheng Group Co. is
identified as a state owner because it is directly and 100% owned by SASAC of Shanghai. Another LGFV,
Shanghai State-owned Assets Operation Co., is not identified as a state owner because it is owned by
Shanghai International Group Co., which is a state owner.


